
Council Tax: how to...Reclaim Your Cash

Introduction

Deception: ... "forced to register or suffer not being able to work and earn a living. They will be our Chattel and
we will hold the security interest over them forever, by operation of the law merchant under the scheme of secured 
transactions." … “They will be stripped of their rights and given a commercial value designed to make us a profit 
and they will be none the wiser, for not one man in a million could ever figure our plans and, if
by accident one or two would figure it out, we have in our arsenal plausible deniability.” … [emphasis added]

Edward Mandell House in a private meeting with Woodrow Wilson (President, 1913-1921) 
[Full letter and source is supplied in our information]

Remedy: With no remedy this is treason against the people, governments dare not do that, but they are crafty!
Our actions; we act in a manner that fits with the presumptions of the state, we comply and they see it as consent. 
By this presumed consent we become liable! By our lack of knowledge (and misinformation) and their fear 
mongering they coerce and extort us...we act as trustee so they treat us accordingly!

A trustee or appointed agent cannot bring a claim. We need to evidence this with the correct knowledge.
 The trust has two positions (objects) available; a legal/responsible (trustee) and a beneficial (beneficiary).

Agents don’t follow proper court form. We challenge their claim in the correct jurisdiction, using CPR and 
CPD, from the beneficial side of the trust we evidence they have no right to a claim, they are now open to a 
counterclaim in county court, transferred to criminal jurisdiction on issues that pertain to fraud and none compliance. 

Do you feel like turning things around...back to how they should be? It is your duty to.

What is Council Tax? It is a common belief that council tax goes towards paying for services provided by the 
council, the police and local amenities etc... A cloak with much deception and fear to compliment the illusion.

What you are not told:
1. It is presumed that you have to pay CT for the benefit of the community, this is a presumed contract, 

where in fact there is no valuable consideration or exchange.
A corporation or company can’t confirm we owe them money without a contract.

2. You are coerced and extorted into paying CT, they prey on your fear - this is the corrupt system.
As you will see in our information; the court process that is used is a fraudulent one and is not legally enforceable.

3. Excerpt from a Declaration by Chris Coverdale [full Declaration is provided in our information] evidencing 
the illegal use of revenue(s) paid to HM Government:
      2. (i) The UK Ministry of Defence and HM Military forces of weapons such as nuclear and high-explosive 
bombs, rockets, missiles and firearms as well as weapon delivery systems such as ships, aircraft, tanks, submarines
and drones, for the instigation, facilitation, and/or conduct of various illegal wars, invasions, occupations or armed 
attacks on the people of diverse independent Sovereign States, most recently Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Syria, the 
Yemen, Palestine and the Ukraine, causing serious bodily injury or death to thousands of men, women and children, 
none of whom were given the opportunity to plead for their lives and the lives of their family in court before being 
summarily injured or killed by military forces by order of UK political, civil, judicial and military commanders;
      (ii) The UK Home Office and UK police forces of firearms which are used to threaten, harm or kill UK 
residents and nationals;
      (iii) The Ministry of Health and Wellbeing, the National Health Service, Public Health England, UK 
Ministers of State, civil servants, employees, advisors and members of the medical profession of 
experimental toxic COVID 19 vaccines, falsely and deceptively described and promoted as safe and effective and 
subsequently administered without their informed consent to millions of UK residents and nationals which have 
resulted in serious injury or death to thousands of children, women and men the majority of whom are members of 
the English, Welsh, Scottish and Northern Ireland national groups.

4. You make your CT payments thinking its for the good, but most goes to pay off their LOBO loans;
Banks, such as Barclays and Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS), provide LOBO loans to about 240 UK councils (63% of 
all councils in 2013) with a total value of £15 billion. Out of this £15 billion it is estimated that about £1 billion in 
upfront profits was made by the lenders. LOBOs are currently almost a fifth of all council borrowing. 
LOBOs were recommended to councils by specialist financial advisers who, unknown to the council, were in turn 
paid commission by the banks providing the LOBOs.



At least 12 councils have the most expensive types of LOBO loan. Most of these have "inverse floaters" taken out 
with RBS - interest rates for the loan are increased if general bank lending rates decrease.
As a direct consequence of making repayments on LOBOs, councils have had to make major cuts in services to 
their residents. It has been calculated that if councils were free to relinquish their LOBO contracts at no penalty and 
instead borrow at a more typical market rate it would save them about £145 million for 2015 alone.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lender_option_borrower_option 
https://issuu.com/debtresistanceuk/docs/16.02.09_lada_booklet_revised_final .

5. a, Furthermore, banks create money from nothing for LOBO and all other loans; Prof Richard Werner:
By breaking the accounting treatment of lending into two steps, the difference in the accounting operation by bank 
and non-bank corporations can be isolated. As a result, it can be established precisely why banks are different and 
what it is that makes them different: They are exempted from the Client Money Rules and thus, unlike other firms, do
not have to segregate client money. This enables banks to classify their accounts payable liabilities arising from 
bank loan contracts as a different type of liability called ‘customer deposits’. The finding is important for many 
reasons, including for modelling the banking sector accurately in economic models, bank regulation and also for 
monetary reform proposals that aim at taking away the privilege of money creation from banks. [emphasis added]
[Full explanation with links within our information]

b, Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin 2014 Q1: Money creation in the modern economy;
In the modern economy, most money takes the form of bank deposits. But how those bank deposits are created is 
often misunderstood: the principal way is through commercial banks making loans. Whenever a bank makes a loan, 
it simultaneously creates a matching deposit in the borrower’s bank account, thereby creating new money.

6. In reality everything is paid for, since 1925, there is no money (backed by value eg, gold & silver) in our financial 
system, only promises to pay (in the future) and the banks are able to create fictitious accounts to facilitate the 
creation of currency. Edward Mandell House, agent provocateur of Rothschild, head of the European Central Banks!

Direct Debit Indemnity Claim (DDR) included to help you get your CT back fast (potentially tens £Ks). Along with 
any DD you have used to settle utility bills, phone bills, TV license, credit cards, ‘loan’ repayments, etc… all pre-paid!

Our information comprises of specific Sections of Legislation, CPR & CPD, and example documents to encourage 
you to learn, making sure you are educated within equity, as the beneficiary! Our simple procedure comes with 
written examples of correspondence, what to reply and when, links to key reading, help with litigation should you 
already be there, or get you ready pre-litigation. Some tips and advice in equity; Equitable Remedy 

Details: our information is free; it is our time, thousands of hours bring this information to you so you don’t 
have to flounder in the dark and make costly mistakes. We offer support ... we’re here to help you!

For our time we ask £49 GBP, then we send the CTR information to you, we want you to win first. 
Gift value is £295, we ask you honour this and gift the balance of £246 once your CT reclaim is in the bank.
If you would kindly email your feedback, good or bad [until reviews added online].
Please share this with anyone you wish to help.

Get your CT Reclaim: BACS: send £49 to Sort: 23-14-70 Account: 85834496; reference “gift CTR1b [your email]”, 
email info@solutionsyouneed.co.uk. When CT refunded; send £246 and reference “balance gift [your email]”.

PayPal: send £49 to http://paypal.me/solutionsyouneed; in payment for, write “gift for CTR1b”; we will send 
CTR information to your PayPal email. When CT refunded send £246 and write “balance gift for CTR1b”.

We aim to send by return, allow a little while as we automate our website https://solutionsyouneed.co.uk.  
[international, please email for specific currency. crypto, please email for link]

Our guarantee: if you follow our information, it fails on its merits and you evidence this, we will gift fourfold your gift.
If you claim it has not worked on its merits, and can’t evidence this, you gift us three times your gift.

Time is our most valuable commodity, use it wisely, don’t waste it. Don’t become a debt-slave, that’s what they want.

This offer and guarantee is binding by its words and the parties actions.

Please let us know if you have any questions info@solutionsyouneed.co.uk

“Good luck with your new future, the information we give is not just for CT, it teaches a way of life
with financial freedom. Just needs to be comprehended and put into practice. 

Only you can do that...”

mailto:info@solutionsyouneed.co.uk?subject=Regarding%20CT%20Reclaim1b,%20I%20would%20like%20to%20know...
https://solutionsyouneed.co.uk/
http://paypal.me/solutionsyouneed
mailto:info@solutionsyouneed.co.uk?subject=URGENT!%20Please%20forward%20my%20CT%20Reclaim%20Bundle%20[CTR1b]
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1215509255752939
https://issuu.com/debtresistanceuk/docs/16.02.09_lada_booklet_revised_final
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lender_option_borrower_option
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverse_floating_rate_note

